
Standard Professional Prints:

Size
Luster or

Glossy Paper Metallic Paper
Optional 

Mounting
Optional 
Texture

Optional 
Protective 

Spray Coating
Wallet 8 same $27 $29 n/a n/a n/a

  4x6, 4x5 $19 $21 $6 $3 $4
  5x7, 5x5 $24 $26 $8 $3 $4

  8x10, 8x8 $34 $37 $12 $4 $6
  8x12, 9x12 $38 $41 $13 $5 $6

  10x10 $38 $41 $13 $5 $6
  10x15, 10x13 $42 $45 $14 $5 $7

  10x20 $49 $53 $16 $5 $7
  10x30, 5x30 $58 $62 $20 $6 $9

  11x14 $49 $53 $16 $5 $7
  11x16, 12x12 $52 $56 $17 $6 $8

  12x18 $59 $64 $19 $6 $8
  12x24 $63 $68 $20 $6 $9
  16x20 $64 $69 $21 $7 $9

  16x24, 20x20 $75 $81 $24 $7 $10
  20x24 $78 $84 $25 $8 $11

  20x30, 22x28 $88 $94 $29 $9 $12
  24x30 $95 $102 $31 $9 $13
  24x36 $108 $121 $32 $9 $13
  30x30 $111 $124 $34 $10 $14
  30x40 $117 $130 $36 $10 $15
  30x45 $132 $147 $39 n/a $16

Larger sizes ask ask ask n/a ask

Volume Discounts:  (applies to print price only)
   3+ Copies of Identical Print - Deduct 20% 30+ Copies of Identical Print - Deduct 75%
   6+ Copies of Identical Print - Deduct 40% 45+ Copies of Identical Print - Deduct 80%
   10+ Copies of Identical Print - Deduct 60% 65+ Copies of Identical Print - Deduct 85%
   20+ Copies of Identical Print - Deduct 70%

- Print prices include full retouching.
- Brace removal is an extra $25 per instance per image.
- Minimum order of $40 for Metallic paper.
- Embossed Textures: (only appropriate on Luster paper)

 - Linen - Our most popular texture, it is perfect for both smaller and larger prints.
 - Pebble - A medium to heavy pebble texture, this surface works very well for larger prints sizes.
 - Embassy - Our strongest texture, appropriate for larger print sizes.

- Protective Spray Coating provides protection and a slightly matte appearance to your prints.

Artist Prints on Fine Art Velvet Paper:

Size Artist Print
  8x10 $60 - Print prices include full retouching.

  11x14 $86 - Brace removal is an extra $25 per instance per image.
 12x18 $100
 16x20 $112
 16x24 $130
  20x24 $136
  20x30 $154
  24x30 $168
  30x40 $220
  40x60 $380

Fine Art Canvas Prints:

Size
Fine Art 

Canvas Print
Fine Art  1.5" 
Gallery Wrap

Fine Art  2.5" 
Gallery Wrap

  8x10, 5x7 $99 $114
  11x14 $130 $150
  12x16 $150 $173
  16x20 $190 $219
  20x24 $221 $255
  20x30 $271 $312 $326
  24x30 $300 $345 $360
  30x40 $430 $495 $516
  40x60 $570 $656 $684

-

-
-

All Fine Art Canvas prints are protected with satin glaze hand rolled onto the canvas after printing before 
mounting. The glaze protects from scuffs and scratches as well as providing UV protection. 

Unless specified, all canvas prints 11x14 & larger are hand signed in front lower corner.
Prints up to 20x24 mounted on masonite.  Larger prints & all gallery wraps mounted on stretcher frames.



Material
One set of
25 Cards

UV Coating
(Per set)

Standard Matte 65.00 5.00
Std Semi-Gloss 65.00 5.00
Premium Matte 67.00 5.00

Soft Touch Matte 67.00 n/a
Pearl 69.00 5.00

Art Linen 67.00 n/a
Art Watercolor 67.00 n/a

Bamboo 69.00 n/a
Standard Matte 84.00 7.00
Std Semi-Gloss 84.00 7.00

Pearl 94.00 7.00
Art Linen 88.00 n/a

Art Watercolor 88.00 n/a
Art 88.00 n/a

Bamboo 94.00 n/a
Photo paper 49.00 n/a

Magnet 75.00 5.00

More Sizes and Configurations:
       4x5.5 flat or folded, 5x5 flat or folded, 4x5.5 Accordion, 5x5 Tri-fold, 4x8 flat

Ornate, Geometric and Scalloped Trim Shapes:
       Numerous shapes available.  Additional $12 per set of 25.  Click link below.

Foil Designs:
       Numerous designs available.  Additional $8 per set of 25.  Click link below.

Premium Envelope Options: (Added $7 per set of 25 cards)
       Cream Linen White with Gold Lining
       White Linen White with Silver Lining
       Green Bronze Pearl
       Maroon Cream Pearl
       Olive Steel Pearl
       Red White Pearl

Volume Discounts:
       2 sets - Deduct $10 per set 4-5 sets - Deduct $20 per set
       3 sets - Deduct $15 per set 6+ sets - Deduct $25 per set

High Resolution Digital jpeg Files (Proofs):

Fully Retouched High Resolution Digital jpeg Files:

- Brace removal is an extra $10 per instance per image.
- Personal copyright release allows family/friend copying, printing & sharing.
- Commercial copyright release also allows publication & professional use of the photo.
-
-

$30 each
$25 each

Unless specified, all negatives are optimized half way between what is ideal for prints and screen viewing.

Fully Retouched with
Commercial Copyright Release

$58 each

$43 each
$35 each
$28 each

 1-2 Digital Negatives

 6-10 Digital Negatives
11-20 Digital Negatives
21+ Digital Negatives

Fully Retouched with
Personal Copyright Release

$48 each
$51 each

Proof images are still high resolution, but they are only optimized to the level shown in your viewing session 
and are not individually retouched for facial blemishes, etc.

Type of Card

5x7 Flat Cards 
(like a postcard)

with white or parchment      
envelopes

 -Includes unlimited custom design of your card so that every side is exactly what you 

5x7 Folded Cards 
(like a birthday card)

with white or parchment      
envelopes

5x7 Prints with envelopes
5x7 Magnets with envelopes

Press Printed Cards & Magnets for Birth & Graduation Announcements, Christmas 
Cards, etc.

90 minute photo shoot $195 for complete set $310 for complete set

Unless specified, all negatives are cropped the same as shown in your viewing session and will include no 

High Res Proof Files with
Commercial Copyright Release

One hour photo shoot $150 for complete set $250 for complete set

$35 each

Two hour photo shoot $230 for complete set $360 for complete set
Three hour photo shoot $290 for complete set $440 for complete set

High Res Proof Files with
Personal Copyright Release

 3-5 Digital Negatives $41 each


